Our Dynamic Leader
We are proud to share that our Principal, Ms. Arpita Chakraborty, has been conferred the title of
‘The Most Dynamic Principal’ for excellence and leadership in education on September 11, 2020 at
Golden Aim Awards by Dynergic Business Solutions.
Heartiest congratulations to her on this glorious achievement!
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OUR SCHOLARS - OUR PRIDE
‘The will to win, the desire to succeed and the urge to reach your full potential are the keys that unlock
the door to excellence.’

CBSE 2019 - 20 Class XII RESULTS
In the CBSE AISSCE 2020 held in March this year, a total of 111 students appeared. Out of these, 28
Eicherites secured an aggregate of 90% and above and 80 secured distinction.
Swastika Pandey from the Non-Medical stream was the school topper with 96.8%. The second position
was shared by Ingita Deymunshi from the Medical stream and Tuhina Sharma from the Humanities
stream with 95.6%. Gagandeep Singh from the Commerce stream attained the third position with
95.2%.

Our School Toppers

STREAM TOPPERS
STREAM

POSITION

NAME

PERCENTAGE

1

SWASTIKA PANDEY

96.8 %

2

INGITA DEYMUNSHI

95.6 %

SCIENCE
HIMANGI AGARWAL
3

95.2 %
SAJEEV YADAV

1
COMMERCE

GAGANDEEP SINGH

95.2 %

MEHARVEEN KAUR
2

94 %
SHRUTI SINGH

HUMANITIES

3

KHUSHI DHIMAN

93.2 %

1

TUHINA SHARMA

95.6 %

2

KRITIKA KALRA

92.6 %

3

AASTHA MISHRA

92.4 %

2

OurSTELLAR
stellar
achievers
OUR
ACHIEVERS
Everyone has the fire, but the champions know when to ignite the spark.
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CBSE 2019 - 20 Class X RESULTS
A total of 108 students appeared for CBSE AISSE 2020 held in March this year. All of them performed
exceptionally well and passed out with flying colours. Out of these, 29 students secured an aggregate of
90% and above and 76 secured distinction.
Sahil Khan was the school topper with 97.4%. The second position was bagged by Samridha Varmani
with 97.2 %, closely followed by Harshita Yadav and Jigyasa Yadav who shared the third position with
97%.

Our star performers
The Management, Principal and teachers congratulated not only our toppers but also all our learners
who exceeded all expectations and made this institution proud.

Winners are born, champions are made.
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Virtual Momentous Occasions
‘Distance teaches us to appreciate the days that we are able to spend together and distance teaches us the
definition of patience. It is a reminder that every moment together is special and every second together
should be cherished.’
We at Eicher School were looking forward to an exciting new session and were gearing up for the same
when the news of the pandemic broke out and we were all forced to remain indoors, giving a miss to the
school. But the lockdown did not dampen our spirits. Eicherites celebrated all important days and
festivals with great fervour and zeal to promote respect for all religions, harmony and brotherhood
among everyone. This time though the celebrations happened virtually, the happiness that the day
brings was not compromised.

SPECIAL DAYS CELEBRATED FROM APRIL 2020 - JUNE 2020
Earth Day- April 29 –To commemorate Earth Day, a video compiling the artwork and performances of
the students from all wings was made and everyone pledged to make a difference, however small, in
order to save our planet.
Mother’s Day- May 10- To show their love and respect for the mothers, the young and charming
Eicherites designed beautiful cards and posters. Their self-composed poems touched many hearts.
Eid al-Fitr – May 23- This occasion of peace, joy and festivity was observed with great enthusiasm to
imbibe the essence of the festival.
Father’s Day – June 27- The students spent Father's Day expressing gratitude and engaging themselves
in various activities at home with their dads.
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CHERISHABLE DAYS CELEBRATED FROM JULY 2020 –
SEPTEMBER 2020
Online learning has been a fun and exciting journey for Eicherites so far as our learners have been
enthusiastic participants and have demonstrated excellent self-management skills throughout this
journey during the COVID-19 lockdown. Let’s glance at the special occasions celebrated after the
summer break.
Doctor’s Day- July 1 -Special assemblies encompassing role plays, videos and talks were conducted to
acknowledge and honour the relentless service given by the doctors.
Nelson Mandela Day – July 18 - Nelson Mandela Day was celebrated to express the idea that each
individual has the power to transform the world and has the ability to make a significant impact.
World Population Day – July 20 – The senior students observed this day to build awareness on global
population issues. A poster making competition on the theme ‘Save The Girl Child / Beti Padhao Beti
Bachao was held to draw attention towards the importance of a girl child.
Raksha Bandhan – August 3 – A vibrant special assembly was conducted to understand the relevance
of this festival. The young Eicherites learnt to make handcrafted rakhis in their activity periods.
Krishna Janmashtami - August 11 - On this occasion the children brought devotion, creativity and fun
together. The tempo was set by a melodious bhajan. The life of Lord Krishna, applicability of his
teachings and the health benefits of a shankh were the main attractions. Children dressed up as Radha
and Krishna lit the festive aura.
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PARENT ORIENTATION PROGRAMME
Keeping the tradition going even in these unprecedented times, Preprimary Wing organised their
Parent Orientation Program for Classes PreNursery, LKG, UKG, I and II in the month of July. The
main theme of the program was Home-School Partnership. An amazing amalgamation of presentations
geared towards enhancement of the holistic development of the child.
The teachers discussed common concerns related to reading and writing. Various ways and means to
improvise essential skills for handwriting were discussed at length. The parents were involved in
knowing how to initiate love for reading in their child. The usage of sight words to inculcate good
reading habits was also emphasized.
The teachers also suggested various activities not only to keep the children engaged in meaningful ways
but also to develop their gross and fine motor skills. Parents and children thoroughly enjoyed doing the
hands-on activity with their teachers.
The school counsellor shared many important and imperative ways to develop and manage the
emotional side of the children. She shared many insights with the parents on ways to raise a ‘Happy
Child’. Spending quality time with children and being a role model during these unprecedented times
was emphasized.
The queries from the parents during the open house discussion time were answered by the teachers and
coordinators. The Principal, Ms. ArpitaCharkaborty in her address laid stress on effective
communication between the teachers and the parents especially during these challenging times. She
also sought their support and suggestions so that the children could be provided the best for their
overall development.
The success of the programme was attributed to the enthusiastic participation of the parents.
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INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY
Yoga is an invaluable gift of India's ancient tradition. 'The International Day of Yoga' on June 21 has
been celebrated by Eicherites with great enthusiasm and zeal ever since its inception in the year 2015.
Due to the lockdown, going by the theme this year, “Yoga at Home and Yoga with Family”, the
students along with their family members and the staff observed the day at home. They shared their
videos and photographs while performing yoga asanas. This motivated everyone to follow a healthy
regime at home.
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PARENT ORIENTATION PROGRAMME
Going digital is the new norm these days. Keeping up with this trend, the Pre-Primary segment
organised their Parent Orientation Programme for classes Pre-Nursery - II in the month of July. The
theme of the programme was Home-School Partnership. An amazing amalgamation of presentations
aimed towards the enhancement of holistic development of the child.
The teachers discussed common concerns related to reading and writing. Various ways and means to
improvise essential skills for handwriting were discussed at length. The parents were involved in
knowing how to initiate the love for reading in their child. The usage of sight words to inculcate good
reading habits was also stressed upon.
Various suggestions were given to keep the children engaged in meaningful ways and to develop their
gross and fine motor skills. Parents and children thoroughly enjoyed doing the hands-on activities with
their teachers.
The school counsellor spoke about important and imperative ways to manage the emotional side of the
children. She shared many insights with the parents to raise a ‘Happy Child’. Spending quality time
with children and being a role model for them was emphasized.
The queries from the parents during the open house discussion time were handled efficiently by the
teachers and coordinators. The Principal laid stress on effective communication between the teachers
and the parents especially during these challenging times. She also sought their support and
suggestions so that the children could be provided the best for their overall development. The success of
the programme was attributed to the enthusiastic participation of the parents.
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FIRST ONLINE MIP
The first online mock parliament on the occasion of World Population Day was held on July 10, 2020
for the students of classes XI and XII. The agenda of this event was gender sensitization with special
emphasis on women's sexual and reproductive health needs as mentioned in the World Population 2019
report.
The committee, consisting of 30 MPs, witnessed a discussion on many sensitive issues such as forced
marriage, unsafe abortion and maternal mortality. The members representing the current and
previous governments highlighted their work done in the field of women healthcare. Many members
suggested practical solutions keeping in mind the societal, cultural and economic aspects of these issues.
The mock parliament’s aim was to raise awareness about global population issues, strengthen the roots
of democracy, to instil tolerance for the views of others and to enable the student community to
understand the working of our parliamentary institutions. The session ended with a greater
understanding of politics as well as building upon a flair for debating.

Leaders in the making
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KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS
It is the love for the nation and its people that inspires the Indian Armed Forces to be a strong and
inspiring force. On the occasion of Kargil Vijay Diwas on July 26, 2020, Eicherites left no stone
unturned to commemorate this significant day. A week-long celebration was organised to express
heartfelt gratitude to our soldiers and pay reverence to the martyrs of our defence forces.
The myriad activities included making the Indian flag and singing patriotic rhymes and songs,
performing patriotic dances, reciting poems and narrating stories about the lives of our brave soldiers.
The students also showcased their love for the nation through their art work by exploring various art
styles for making posters. The theme of Kargil Vijay Diwas was also integrated with academics
through intra-class declamation on the same theme for the senior students. A special assembly was
conducted and relevant documentaries were shown to highlight the role of our brave soldiers and their
passion for the motherland. Teacher talks were held about the role played by our army men in
safeguarding our country. To sum it up, whatever be our age or religion, patriotism runs in our blood
and we are all proud of being the citizens of this great nation.
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NATIONAL HANDLOOM DAY
Our school has always been an enthusiastic promoter of Indian cultural heritage. Our handlooms are
symbols of our nation’s identity, culture and inclusive development. To promote and showcase the
intricate and exquisite weaves of India, August 7, 2020 was marked as National Handloom Day in our
school.
India has over 120 distinct weaves. Each state has a unique flavour. But with the market flooded with
international brands selling stylish clothes, the present generation is drifting away from traditional
fabrics and clothes. To create awareness amongst students, classroom discussions were initiated on
various aspects of Indian handloom in order to acquaint them with the different handloom weaves of
India. It was also a way to promote Indian textiles which must be adopted into contemporary wear
because of their rich vibrancy and intricate designs. The faculty members were dressed in ethnic
handloom attire from different parts of India and it was a great way to showcase how our traditional
weaves are no less than any multinational brand.
The celebration of this day was also a step towards supporting the ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’ and ‘Make in
India’ ideologies so widely propagated by our honourable Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi. We are
truly proud of our artisans and craftsmen who weave such vibrant drapes for us.
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Our timeless vibrant weaves
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KAHANIKAAR
A scintillating online storytelling session was organised by Pre-Primary teachers on August 16, 2020 for
children across the city. It was an endeavour to keep the tradition, values and memories of our rich
Indian culture alive through stories. The session was a sincere effort to pave the way for children to fill
the blank pages of their own story book. Eicherites and children from various other schools felt elated
to be part of an engrossing session. They gained hands-on knowledge on using everyday materials to
make puppets and attractive props. The event was appreciated for inspiring the young souls to become
expressive storytellers.
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INDEPENDENCE DAY
The 74th Independence Day was celebrated with utmost pride and patriotic fervour. The webcast of the
flag hoisting in the school campus marked the advent of the grand celebration. Motivational speeches
and poetry recitals paying a tribute to the great leaders and soldiers set the tone for the event and
encouraged everyone to arise, shine and promote secularism. The participants were apprised with the
significance of kite flying on this day and the role of teachers in building a nation. It was an enthralling
experience to witness the medley of patriotic songs and dance fusion performed by the talented
students and teachers.
Mr. Arjun Joshi, Director, Goodearth Foundation Schools and our Principal appreciated the hard
work of the staff and congratulated them for putting up a great show on a digital platform. The event
culminated with slogans of Jai Hind and Vande Mataram.
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STUDENT ORIENTATION PROGRAMME
When in class X, the common questions that haunt every student’s mind are - What next after X?
Which stream should I opt for? Should I go for Commerce with Mathematics? Every field has a lot of
career opportunities but choosing the right stream according to their interest and aptitude should be
the guiding factors. As the new career options emerge, new skills are demanded in the industry and a
student needs to be aware of these advancements. Keeping this in mind, the school organised an online
orientation programme for the students of class X on August 26, 2020.
During the programme, faculty members from the senior school segment took brief sessions and
explained the various aspects related to their subjects through PowerPoint presentations. They talked
about the highlights of different subjects and the career possibilities for children opting for different
streams and subject combinations. The event was an eye-opener for most students because it clarified
misconceptions pertaining to different subjects and streams. The students benefitted greatly as now
they have ample knowledge about the options available to them.
The session was appreciated as the online mode proved to be an innovative and effective way of
disseminating the necessary information to the students in making the right choices in future.
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TEACHERS’ DAY
Teachers’ Day is celebrated annually across the country on September 5. Students express their
gratitude and appreciation for their teachers on this day.
This year’s celebrations were very special for all of us and the memories would be treasured for a
lifetime. It was special for two reasons, firstly we celebrated this occasion through a virtual medium
and secondly, all the members of the Goodearth family were together to cherish this experience.
In the morning, students presented various poems, songs, dances and short skits to honour their
mentors. Their loving gesture was a great way to know how they connect with their teachers.
The second segment came alive in the esteemed presence of Mr. Arjun Joshi, Director, Goodearth
Foundation Schools, Mr. Ivan Thankappan, Advisor, Goodearth Foundation Schools, Ms. Preeta Jain,
Principal, Alwar Public School, Mr. Deepak Singhi, Principal Eicher School, Parwanoo, Ms. Preeti
Bhatnagar, Principal Kidz Republic, Faridabad and Ms. Arpita Chakraborty, Principal, Eicher
School, Faridabad. The atmosphere was quite momentous as everyone was elated and looked forward
to the event. The programme included an eclectic mix of splendid performances, songs, dances, acts
and games presented by staff members of all the three schools. This was the first day of the event and it
turned out to be a complete surprise package filled with fun and frolic.
The celebrations continued with the same zeal and zest for the faculty members of Eicher School,
Faridabad on September 7, 2020. The value of a teacher in shaping the young minds was highlighted.
Beautiful self-composed poems, melodious songs and entertaining dances kept everyone hooked
throughout the show. The alumni expressed their affection and gratitude towards their teachers
through a heart touching video. The hidden talent of our teachers was enjoyed and appreciated by
everyone present.
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BONDING THE VIRTUAL WAY
Parent-Teacher Meeting
‘An occasion to cement and strengthen the existing bond.’
Parent-teacher meetings provide a great opportunity to develop a healthy and strong relationship for
the academic development of a child. With this intention, a virtual PTM was conducted for classes III XII. This meeting was a huge success and the parents truly appreciated the school’s efforts for this
smart and thoughtful initiative during the COVID -19 lockdown times. Individual time slots were given
to the parents to share their concerns. The school was delighted to witness the synergy between parents
and teachers. The PTM was concluded successfully with a positive feedback from parents on the
collaborative efforts made by the school to hone the academic and co-curricular skills of the students.

Home Visits
‘Coming together is a beginning. Staying together is progress. Working together is success.’
Home visit is an important aspect through which we connect with our parents and the children. The
partnership and support of parents is essential to provide a safe, stimulating and nurturing
environment for the holistic development of the child. We believe that shared responsibility between
parents and school is necessary to foster students’ success which can significantly impact their future.
An open communication between us will definitely strengthen the learning curve of each child in our
care. Owing to the pandemic this year, we all have been working from the relatively safer confines of
our homes. Hence the home visits were conducted in the month of July through the virtual platform.
The interaction helped the parents to share the issues that their children are facing and how the
children are engaging in various activities throughout the day. A mutually constructive feedback and
recommendations were given which shall help us in enhancing students’ potential.

Accolades Galore
‘We’re not born winners. We have to make ourselves into winners by our dedication to the grind.’
The lockdown has opened the floodgates of opportunities for the young minds to tap into their talents and
lend a razor edge to their multifarious skill set. Eicherites transcended all barriers to participate in a
plethora of competitions at the intra and inter-school level. Over the last six months, the students have
brought laurels to the school by achieving exemplary positions in the prestigious competitions conducted
online. These achievements speak volumes about the focus, tenacity and versatility of talent at Eicher.

Glorious Pre- Primary
Name of the Event

Mother’s Day - Card
Making Competition
Mother’s Day - Mom
and Me Selfie
Contest

Date

Organised By

May 10

Eicher School,
Parwanoo

May 10

Best Out of Waste
July 2

Eicher School,
Parwanoo

Special Olympics
Bharat -International
event

Storytelling
Challenge #4

July 2

Melio

Poetry Competition

August 7

Kidz Republic,
Faridabad

Jungle Safari
August 8

Apeejay School,
Faridabad

Puppet-O-Poet

Participant (s)
Name

Class

Position
Held

Aarav Bose

I
Jacaranda

I

Aarush Mittal

II

Kiara

LKG Tulip

I

Kriti Mohindra

UKG
Hibiscus

II

Amaira Guliani

I
Jacaranda

II

Radhika Awasthi

II- Daffodi

III

LKG Rose

II

Sehaj Gujral

UKG
Hibiscus

I

Saarvika Sinha

UKG
Daisy

II

Saisha Baweja

I Gerbera

I

Hriday Sardana
Kanishka Rani

Shapes Around Us

August 20

Apeejay Svran Global
School, Faridabad

Abhiroop Poddar

UKG
Hibiscus

I

Ganesh is coming to
our homes

August 22

Alwar Public School

Saarvika Sinha

UKG
Daisy

II

Online Storytelling
Challenge #5

August 23

Melio

Sehaj Gujral

UKG
Hibiscus

III
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Illustrious Primary and Senior Wing
Name of the Event
English Essay
Writing
Competition

Sur Setu
International
Dance
World
Environment DayGeo Lit Essay
Writing
Competition
National Online
Storytelling
Contest

Date

Organised By

Participant(s)
Name

Class

Position
Held

May 19

Modern School,
Faridabad

Saumya Vaid

XB

I

Hitashi

III C

II

Arshiya Sharma

VC

III

Yashana Ahuja

VIII B

II

June 5

Department Of
Geography, St.
Xavier’s College,
Burdwan, West
Bengal

Saiesha Barera

IX C

II

June 22

R N Talks

Naitik Biswas

IV B

III

Anubhav Raj
Kunwar

XI C

I

Aditya Sharma

XII 2019-20

II

Aditya Sharma

XII 2019-20

Special
Mention

Sanyam Kundu

XA

III

June 5

Satyug Darshan,
Faridabad

Painting
Competition
July 2-5

Special Olympics
Bharat International event

Photography
Competition
Storytelling
Challenge #4
Aatman: Eco
Maskathon
BONHOMIE 2020

August 2

Melio

Ritisha Singh

IV B

II

August 8

Delhi Public
School, Faridabad

Amrit Kaur

VI A

I

Garvit Sharma

VII D

II

Bhavya Singh

VI D

III

Samvet,
BONHOMIE 2020
Artistic Origami,
X’PRESSIONS
2020
Classical Dance

August 8

Apeejay School,
Faridabad

Jiya Kansra

IV A

II

August 8

Manav Rachna
International
School, Faridabad

Sanya Sharma

VIII B

II
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Name of the
Event
Online Poetry
Reciting
Challenge#2
Fairy Tale
Mashup, Ignited
Minds 2020
Birla Model
United Nations
2020
Online
StoryTelling
Challenge #5

Date

Organised By

Participant (s) Name

Class

Position
Held

August 9

Melio

Ishani Vuppala

IV D

I

Ishani Vuppala

IV D

I

Arshleen Sodhi

XII C

Special
Mention

Ritisha Singh

IV B

III

Participant (s) Name

Class

Position
Held

Shaurya Diwan

VIA

I

Aahana Gupta

VII C

II

Namit Rakheja

VIII B

III

Ruhi Diwan

IX C

II

Harshita Sharma

XC

I

Utsav Kumar Mathur

XD

I

Aayushi Khanna

XI A

III

Eshaan Siva Kumar

VIII C

Anushka Sekhani

XI C

Arushi R Kamath

VIII C

Navtesh Sharma

XI A

Divyanshi Pandey

VI D

August 2223

Indraprastha
International
School, New
Delhi
Birla Vidya
Niketan, New
Delhi

August 23

Melio

August 19

Intramural Achievements
Name of the
Event

Date

Organised By

Mother’s Day Hindi Poetry
Writing
Competition

May 1011

Mother’s Day English Poetry
Writing
Competition

Eicher School,
Parwanoo

Kartik Trakroo
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XI A

I

II

III

Name of the Event

Date

Organised By

Participant (s) Name

Class

Position
Held

Ihita Singh

III C

Prishita Kundra

VA

Ishanya Singh

III C

Ashray Siva Kumar

IV D

Sheeham P. Sahoo

III D

Naitik Biswas

IV B

Amrit Kaur Sokhi

VI A

Ruhi Diwan

IX C

Mehul Raj Garg

VIII A

I

Aarush Ganjoo

VIII A

II

Namrata Punyane

VII C

II

Priyanka Soam

VIII A

III

Rishabh Bhattacharyya

VA

I

Aarit Chauhan

VA

II

Ichcha Agarwal

VD

III

Samhita Jha

VI B

I

Janya B J

VI C

I

Tejas Makkar

VI B

II

Shreya Sharma

VI B

III

I
Card Making
Competition- Me
and My Mom

May
10-11

Un-trash - Best Out
June
Of Waste
10
Competition

World Population
Day - Poster
Making
Competition

Nelson Mandela
Day - JAM
Competition

Eicher School,
Parwanoo

Eicher School,
Parwanoo

III

III

Eicher School,
July 11
Faridabad

July 18

II

Eicher School,
Faridabad
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A bird sitting on a tree is never afraid of the branch
breaking because her trust is not on the branch but on its
own wings.
Always believe in yourself.
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